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About This Video

Volume 2 "Friendship Plans"

Tsurugimine Kiri and Koba Youka are both enjoying every day with their lovers. But at some point they realize their dates are
getting a little repetitive and start to worry. When the two of them give it some thought, they decide to each plan a date for the

other.

What will Kiri plan for Youka, and what will Youka plan for Kiri?

Free DLC Extra Included:

 BG & Art featured in the videos

 The original CD audio

 Bonus Backgrounds

 Extra Voice Clips

Please download these items from your Library under Software, after you purchase this product.
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Production:
Liar-soft
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Release Date: 27 May, 2016
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Video Resolution: 1080p(2.3GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 60 minutes
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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Haha XD "But it's not rock to smash everything, y'know? That's punk.". I litterally cannot get enough Aki\/Youka. They're too
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing cute!. Never thought I'd learn so much about wasabi.. Youka and Kiri plan dates for each other
after reading random teen mag romance advice. Wasabi economics. "I'm ready my sweetheart." Tsukuyo is a(n old) wizard. Kiri
is nyan. Bewildered Yuna makes a cameo. Everybody wins.

Worth every penny but the first CD with Ano is even better.. Another fun chapter in the Kindred Spirits on the Roof story
feature 2 of my favorite characters Youka and Aki. Not much to add if you're here then you've listened to the first part and
more then likely played through the game, more yuri dating antics.

I did experience some audio issues at certian points like in chapter 1 after the introduction, during Kiri and Tsukuyo's car ride
and some of the other chapters, but nothing really major, just some distortion.

EDIT: Audio issue was resolved, it was a bug with a headset I had just refurbished and caused audio distortions with anything
with low tones, I usually use studio headsets so this usually isn't an issue. Changed some settings for the audio mixing in my
headset, namely unnecessary sub feed and all was well (I hate 5.1 and 7.1 headsets, usually use them in stereo mode, but this one
still kept the sub feed).. I am now a wasabi expert 10\/10

Hearing Aki say "Okay, I'm ready, my sweetheart" was the best part.
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